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May Day 73: The End Of A Tradition?
By JANE BLOODWORTH
An estimated 500 or 600 inincoming and prospective students will visit Longwood for the
May Day Activities, this week
end, May 5 in what might be
the last of this traditional festivity.
May Day is sponsored by the
Student Union, with Mr. Tim
Brown, director of the Student
Union, and Mrs. Candy Dowdy,
admissions counselor, a s coordinator. Jennie Metcalfe is
chairman of the Student Union
May Day Committee.
According to Tim Brown, all
incoming freshman, and rising
high school seniors who have
shown interest in the college, as
well as all Longwood students,
have been invited to the activities.
"The perspective students will
just be coming for one day,"
said Mr. Brown. "We are almost positive no out-of-state students are coming, since we have
no requests to stay in the
dorms."
Morning activites will include
an Interest Fair, which will represent many of the major activites at Longwood, and counselling by the Admissions and Financial Aid staff. Guided tours of
the campus will also be given
by Colleagues and members of
the Student Education Association.
"It will be a day when we'd
like for our incoming and pers-

pective students to see a little
bit of everything about Longwood," said Mrs. Dowdy.
The May Court Presentation
will be held at 1:00 p. m. in
Wheeler Mall.JanetLeighHoward was chosen May Queen for
1973. Pamela Jean Watson will
be the maid of honor.
Each class elected four attendants to the May Court. Most
of the students will be accompanied by their fathers. The May
Pole Dancers are campus school
students, and the ringbearer and
flower girl are children of faculty members.
Other afternoon activities will
include an art exhibit, tennis
tournament, the H20 Club-Corkette May Day Water Show, and
a dance show. The one act play
"Home Free," which was originally planned to be held in Jeffers Mall will be held in Jarman Auditorium instead.
May Day at Longwood originated around 1910. At this time,
the activities were presented in
front of the infirmary. In the
twenties the location was changed
to the athletic field.
A chairman and a committee
were chosen to plan the festivities at the origin of May Day.
Each grade of the old Training
School would participate by pre-
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Q - Aren't you allowed to save
seats in the dining hall, at Friday lunch, until the blessing is
said? DAC
**
A - According to Rita Berry.-- *
man, Chairman of the Dining
<
Hall Committee, seats can be
*
saved until the blessing has been
said.
Q - How many students enter
Longwood and graduate from
here? What are the percentages?
_ ._AA«
How many leave after the first
year? DLP
A - The Office of the Associate
The presentation of the May Court, one of the highlights
Dean of the College reports that
of
the
traditional week end activities.
data are available for the classes
of 1969 and 1971. The retention
campus to the Amphitheatre for sentatives have been selected
rate for the class of 1969 was
the festivities. Themes of the by each class. The Student Union
program included "A Mexican became coordinator for May Day
68 per cent, and for 1971 it was
Fiesta", "River Legend", and with its formation, in 1969.
69.3 per cent. The number of stu"Russia,
Yesterday and Today."
May Day at Longwood will
dents in these two classes who
A
May
Day
Ball
was
added
to
probably be discontinued after
left during their freshmen year
the program in the late forties. this year, due to the reschedulis not available. This year 51
Since its origin, May Day repre- ing of exams beginning next year.
freshmen out of an entering class
of 610 have left.
Q - Are the assults that we
have been hearing about true, and
if so, why haven't they been made
sent'in'g stunts~befor7the queen. On Campus
Cleared Up By
Dean
public to the student body? JR
r
J
In 1931, the May Day was
'
A - The Catalyst refers you to
moved to the New Amphitheatre
only public streets running
By BARBERA RADFORD
the story on page one of THE
at Longwood Estates. At that
When a report that a student through the campus, but, despite
ROTUNDA for complete coverage
time, students would walk from had been murdered near Ran- the fact that it is a women's colof the question of safety and
dolph-Macon Woman's College lege, a minimum of undesirables
campus assults.
in Lynchburg some two weeks are found here.
Q - Who is responsible for
ago, rumor had it that the murDr. Willett said that students
locking the door between the 7vr
T»n
i HM
n
in*
•
derer was headed away from should not be shy about asking
for official identification from
smoker and the dining hall en- l\Ot lO IX eaCtl May Board Meeting'Lynchburg toward Longwood.
Soon
the
stories
of
girls
beanyone who looks as if he didn't
trance? Week end meals would
the
suggestion
to
allow
alcohol
By
BECKY
NICHOLSON
ing
assaulted
on
campus
were
belong in the residence hall or on
be better if someone would lock
The Legislative Board began during Open House would not be being heard by everyone. Five campus.
it and set up the ropes.
its meeting last week by discuss- presented to the Board of Visi- different assaults were reported
The staff would not be embarA - Turning again to the Dining ing its big project, Help Out. tors in May. This proposal was in four days. Dean Ruth B. Wil- rassed if asked for identification
Hall Committee, the Catalyst was Barbera Radford, Chairman of suggested by Residence Board, son said, "Most of it is rumor. because they had all been retold by Rita Berryman that the Help Out, reported on the suc- and it was approved by Legisla- There was one case of anaUeged minded to carry their identificadining hall doors cannot be locked cess of the fund raising. Pre- tive Board. The Board still plan- exhibitionist which was reported tion cards with them at all times,
because of fire regulations. The sently the fund has a total of ned to present in May its pro- immediately to the campus po- Dr. Willett said.
Several ways to increase the
doors may be shut, however, as $293, and they are expecting posal to have Open House on Fri- lice. The man was apprehended
students' safety were suggested
has been the practice recently. more donations in addition to pro- days from 7 p. rn. to 12 p. m. and jailed.
The Federation of Student So"Another girl reported that by Chief Smith.
The hostesses in the dining hall fits from the Student-Faculty
variety show. A great bulk of cial Workers brought consti- she had been accosted by a male,
Never get in a car with a
are responsible for setting up the
this money came from the suc- tutional changes before the but did not report this until a day stranger, or walk up to a car and
ropes.
cess of the Chili dinner last Board, and these changes were or two later when she went to lean over it or stick part of your
Q - Is Longwood admitting week. The Board contemplated approved. The changes concern- our campus police," Miss Wil- body inside. If the occupants of
students with lower College
having another Chili dinner since ed voting and membership. The son said. "She was told that if the car ask you to come any
Boards this year than three or this one was such a success. first constitution only allowed she had reported it immediately closer, leave.
The Board members decided social workers, who were mem- that the man possibly could have
four years ago? What is the
If a student is studying late
bers,
the
privilege
to
vote.
In
to
donate
$10
to
a
charity
in
in
a building and finds she is the
been
caught,"
average score of three years ago
memory
of
Diane
Collet
who
was
the
revisions
membership
was
only
one there, she should call
Chief Neil Smith, in an interas compared with the incoming
extended
to
all
students
who
were
recently
killed
in
an
automobile
the
campus
police and let them
view, emphasized that incidents
freshmen?
accident. The family suggested interested in social welfare and must be reported immediately. know where she is and what time
A - According to the Office of
this type of contribution in lieu community service. All mem"We want information to bet- she plans to leave.
the Associate Dean of the Col- of flowers. Linda Gill, Board bers had the privilege to vote.
When leaving a building at night
ter serve the campus. The only
lege, the median College Board member, suggested donating this Barbera Radford pointed out that way to get incidents cleared up the student should look the area
scores in math for freshmen money to the rescue squad which this organization overlapped with is to have the student's coopera- over carefully and if she sees
entering in 1970 and 1972 are
was involved in the accident un- the organization for Community tion% A student may remain anything strange, should call the
identical: 490 for each year. The less the parents had a specific Service. A representative who anonymous when reporting an in- cam pus police.
charity in mind. This was agree- presented the constitutional cident unless anarrestismade,"
The itadtflt can protect herself
median verbal College Board
able
to
all
members.
changes
said
that
the
Organizaby
varying the buildings she
the
chief
said.
scores were 467 in 1970 and 450
Dr.
Willet
addressed
a
letter
tion
for
Community
Service
was
studies
in, the times she leaves,
"No
student
is
required
to
inin 1972. No student is admitted
directed by Hampden^Sydney stu- stigate legal action without talk- and the route she follows.
to
Legislative
board
last
week
to Longwood College who is not
Never walk through, a parking
concerning the proposal for al- dents. The organization pre- ing to her parents or the dean,"
capable of completing the re- cohol in Residence Halls during
sented to Legislative was Long- he said.
lot at Bight even it it means takquirements for graduation. Open House. Bobbsie Bannin read wood's version of the same proThe chief also said that Long- ing a longer route.
Some students who have not met this letter to the Board. Dr. Wil- gram, but it consisted of only wood is basically an open camChief Smith said, "The atti(Continued on Page 5)
let explained in this letter that
Longwood students.
pus with two major highways and
(Continued on Page 7)
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Down The Drain
Spring is in the air, everyone's on the roof,
and once again - particularly after a week end
like the past one - it becomes quite apparent that
Longwood is sadly lacking, as always, in something
to do. Right? WRONG.
When pre-registration for classes was moved
from a week-day to a Saturday, there was in the
midst of all our misery the chance for what might
hopefully be the opportunity to swing our previously
rather limited week end social activities in a better
direction.
The Student Union immediately built a program
around the pre-registration week end designed to
make the "forced stay" a little easier on, and more
enjoyable for the students. In December student
response to the planned activities and concert seemed to go fairly well - but as usual, our sense of
week end disenchantment more than won out. As
a result of an over-whelming lack of support, $1000
of OUR money was spent on a group which DID NOT
perform Friday night because WE did not care to
attend the concert provided and contracted for OUR
entertainment.
The immediate reasons for the failure of the
concert to attract more than 50 people are a little
vague, although most of them seem to run along
the lines of not having heard the group which was
to perform, therefore, why attend. But when it comes
down to a choice between sitting in the dorm room
and complaining because we have to stay on campus
or going to hear a group which has received good
reviews, I fail to understand the reasoning behind
the complaints.
Our money is alloted each year to various campus organizations and activities in the hope that
a balanced program which offers something of
interest to the general student population may be
established. Lately there has been some disagreement over which organizations should receive
money, and if some, in fact, are entitled to any
money at all.
Don't these concerns seem to be a little onesided and petty when we scream about fee allotments
in one case and shrug off a $1000 loss in another?
How many students realize that their money
went "down the drain" Friday night? Have we
reached the point where one large concert a semester is the only feasible way of planning for student
ticket sales?
If we're going to complain because there isn't
anything here - and that has, after all, become
an established "tradition", - then let's justify
our complaints. Once activities are offered, and
we don't support them, we'll do well to remember
why they aren't there in the future when we complain because "there isn't anything to do."
I'd like to commend the students responsible
for, and those students, faculty and administrative
members who contributed to the success of the
"Variety Show" for the "Help Out" fund Saturday.
A job well done for a beneficial and far-sighted
cause will undoubtedly prove to be one of the most
worthwhile and useful projects undertaken by
Legislative Board this year.
Debbie

May Day
Dear Editor,
Each spring incoming freshmen are invited to May Day to
provide them with a chance to visit the campus. Because of next
year's change to the early semester plan, this Saturday, May 5,
may be the last May Day at Longwood. Second semester classes
will be ending and exams beginning at this time. A Spring Week
End, however, could take its
place.
On behalf of the Student Union
May Day Committee, I would like
to invite the student body to participate in this week end's activities. On Friday there will be a
free concert on Her Field featuring "The Greater Experience" and the movie CAMELOT
will be shown afterwards in Bedford. Saturday begins with an
Interest Fair in Lankford, and a
picnic lunch. May Court Presentation follows at 1:00. Afternoon
activities include a Spring Bazaar, a one act play, a tennis
tournament, and an art show.
May Day has expanded, and I
believe all will find the changes
for the better.
Jennie Metcalfe

AP Policy

Library Hours
To the Editor:
During the past two weeks, I
have noted with pleasure that
the library was open during the
dinner hour. Much to my surprise, however, this seems to
have been only on a temporary
basis, and that it will now be
closed during these hours for the
remainder of the semester. This
is very encouraging to the student when she is reaching the end
of the academic year with all her
term papers and projects due.
I attended the President's
press conference a few weeks ago
when the subject of the library's
hours were brought up. Many good
arguments were brought up by
students who maintained that the
library should stay open through
the dinner hours and until 11
p.m., as it was last year.
Dean Black well pointed out that
the library was kept open during
exams last semester and the
utilization by the students was
nominal. As an English major, I'd
like to point out that I don't need
to use the library during examsI need it during the semester
when I am writing all the term
papers which are required by
most English courses, or trying
to study in a quiet place. Other
majors on campus, especially
Elementary Education and History majors, are constantly in
need of the library for projects
and papers due throughout the
year, and many students are unable to get to the library before
5 p.m. due to heavy class loads
and work schedules.
It was pointed out by the administration at the press conference that too few people stayed
in the library during dinner time
and until 11 p.m. to warrant keeping it open. If only one person is
studying there, isn't it worth it?
After all, isn't the library for the
students' use?
Nothing is more annoying to
the student than having to break
into her studies so that the library can close by locking her

out of the library at 5 p.m. She
has a whole hour to waste before
the dinner meal. She can either go
back to her dorm, or find some
place to sit down and try to get
some more work done. Most students would rather forego one
meal at the dining hall if they have
an assignment to complete.
If you are trying to do research, the three hours (in reality, two hours and 45 minutes)
between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m. is
hardly sufficient time to look a
subject up, much less have time
to write it down.
In the interest of promoting a
more academic atmosphere, the
library should be open to the
convenience of the student, who
is, after all, what the college is
here for.
Sarah B. Young

HAVE
A QUESTION?

CALL

Dear Editor,
Concerning the letter by Lynne
Pierce in last week's paper, I
feel compelled to clear up a few
misconceptions. First and probably most important is the fact
that students were aware of this
policy. An Ad hoc committee
consisting of four students and
several faculty members spent
many hours working over this
policy. There was student representation.
Second - The purpose of the
plan was not to lower standards
so as to attract more students.
After carefully reviewing many
other school's academic policies,
the committee felt that Longwood's could stand to be readjusted. Careful thought and consideration went into each word
and number that was written into
the policy. Faculty and student's
ideas were combined for the finished policy.
Established 1920
Third - Our academic standards are still high and in most
cases higher than many Virginia
schools. The committee did not
lower the standards to unreasonable depths. The committee
PHOTOGRAPHY S*
EDITOR
§ tefft
did not rush into this policy with- VG@T
Ellen Morrison
Debbie Baitek
out research and I feel it is not
Gerri
Sue Davis
unreasonable.
ASST. EDITOR
Committee Member,
CIRCULATION
Julie Mann
Janet Lynn Tennyson
Elaine Flippen

Catalyst
392-6326

MON.-THURS.
7:30-9:30

The Rotunda

J*±<Ltt

HONOR'S
ASSEMBLY
Monday, May 7
7:15 pm
In Jar man
Reception Open To

FEATURE EDITOR
Barbera Radford
BUSINESS MANAGER
Barbara Smith
PROOFREADER
Kathleen Fidler

M

ADVERTISING
Sharon Sapp
Ruth Dobyns
ART
Laura Budd

t i,
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REPORTERS
Becky Nicholson, Sharon Curling, Jeannie England/
Jean Tare, Betsy Nutter, Jant Bloodworth, Jon
Schaffer, Sarah B. Young, Brando Tune, Pettis
Bowling, Janet Coleman

The Student Body
In The Gold Room
Immediately
Following;
The Assembly
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Old-Fashioned Fun And Entertainment
f ^Dominates Faculty-Student Variet) Slum

Mr. Dudley Sauve, director of "The Matchmaker," the upcoming drama production.

Sauve Brings Comedy To Longwood
With Wilder's The Matchmaker'
By BRENDA TUNE
May Day week end students
will have an opportunity to view
Thorton Wilder's MATCHMAKER, a play directed by Mr. Dudley
Sauve, his first ever at Longwood. Mr. Sauve comments that
this play was selected to "Hopefully provide a balanced season."
As a comedy, the MATCHMAKER
follows THE LION IN WINTER,
CRIME ON GOAT ISLAND, and
PEER GYNT which have been
rather heavy dramas. So, the
MATCHMAKER, a pure farce will
bring spring comedy to Longwood. As Mr. Sauve states,
"Spring is a time for light, funny things."
Born in Twin Rivers, Wisconsin Mr. Sauve received his B.A.
from Pipon College and his M.A.
from Northwestern University.
He later taught at Creighton University, University of Omaha and
the University of Cincinnati. Although the MATCHMAKER is his
debut here, Mr. Sauve is by no
means a novice director or actor. He was the professional director for the Omaha Playhouse
and has acted for numerous films,
summer theatres, and theOmaha
Playhouse. In addition, he has
hosted summer television series
recently. Mr. Sauve portrayed the
role of Doc in COME BACK,
LITTLE SHEBA produced at the
Lynchburg Fine Arts Center. Although he had not planned to act
this year, the director of the

Spring Concert By
Madrigals Given
Tonight In Gardens
By JEANNIE ENGLAND
The Madrigal Singers, under
the direction of Mr. James K.
McCombs, will present again
their annual Spring Concert tonight at 8:10 in the Sunken Gardens. In case of rain the performance will be held in Wygal
Recital Hall.
The program will begin with a
Processional, "Let All Who Sing
Be Merry," followed by such
songs as "Mon Coeur seRecommanda' Vous"and"Psalm 123."
Also performed will be "Five
Canzonets," which consits of the
two nursery rhymes, "Calico
Pie" and "The Nut Tree," William Blake's "The Blossom" and
"Spring," and "Daybreak" by
John Donne. A Recessional,"Alleluia" will close the program.
Members of the Madrigal Singers are Wrengay Rawls, president, Ann Garland Smith, secretary-treasurer, Mary Porter, librarian, Mary Elizabeth Hahn,
publicity chairman, and Carol
Rooney, rehearsal accompanist.
Other members are Laura Allen,
Brenda Car wile, Sandra Curnutte, Donna Hamilton, Kay Ellen
Jones, Martha Langford,Deborah
Locks, and Pam McCrickard.

Center with whom he had previously worked many times, contracted Mr. Sauve who agreed to
accept the part. As he stated,
"acting is in my blood; it is something I must do once a year."
When questioned concerning
his different directing techniques
for the MATCHMAKER Mr.Sauve
replied, "Each director has his
own pet way of doing something."
He thinks the actors benefit from
working under different directors, since they will encounter
this all their lives if they continue acting. Mr.Sauve also commented that he is "very happy
with the actors and has not worked with an easier cast." He also
had compliments for the set
crews at Longwood. Admitting
that although he had been dubious
at first, he found the girls here
to be tremendously good workers and more eager than males
in building a set. To sum up his
attitude towards Longwood's
drama department Mr. Sauve exclaims, "I love it!"
The MATCHMAKER will be
presented May 4, 5, and 6 in
Jarman Auditorium. Anyone
wishing to view a hilarious comedy will certainly enjoy this play.

Professors In Art
Department Busy
Showing Works
Professors in the art department at Longwood are busy exhibiting their work in both Virginia and North Carolina.
Mr. David Alexick of the art
department recently received an
Honorable Mention for his painting entitled, "Yellow Figures,"
in the Lynchburg Area Art Show.
The exhibit continued through
April 26 at the Lynchburg Fine
Arts Center,
Miss Elisabeth Flynn, Associate Professor of Art, is currently
showing a collection of photographs at the University of Virginia. The exhibit is located in
the Jury Room of the School of
Architecture. The photographs
are all in color and are approximately 58 in number. The show
opened April 11; Miss Flynn delivered a lecture on Austrian and
Bavarian Baroque architecture
on April 18. The show continues
through May 2.
Miss Conway Betty Thompson,
Assistant Professor of Art, is
currently exhibiting a work of
sculpture entitled "Elegy: Sag
Harbor" at the Mint Museum,
Charlotte, North Carolina. The
sculpture is made of wood, whale
bone, rope, and iron ear locks.
The Senior Class Presents:
SENIOR ON THE ROOF
Senior Assembly
May 9 in Jarman

By JEANNIE ENGLAND
A whole lot of "Pickin' and
Grinnin'" dominated the Faculty-Student Variety Show last Saturday night in the Commons Room
as everyone settled down, coffee-house style, to some good
old-fashioned fun and entertainment.
Presented by the Student Union
as a fund raising project for the
Student Disaster Fund, the show
consisted of guitar and song by
the Newman Folk Group, Cov
Pack and Jan Waldron, Mariette
Zucchi, and three girls known as
\v.,\'
"Scared to Death," Pat Saunders, Amy Davis, and Bev Booth.
Debbie Knode and Nancy Gonzalis, accompanied by Dee Dee
■Uu)^';^'
Arvin, sang a duet with "The
Manin Black," while Longwood
Col. Gilchrist, the Registrar, is confronted by Jan Waldren,
was also fortunate enough to hear
the
demanding
student, during a skit in the Variety Show.
"Baby Beryl's" singing debut.
A Rivalry Skit featuring Little
Miss Red, Donna Neal, and Mr. "Tar Baby," and Susan Clark grass, "The Ballad of Jesse
Green, Melanie Taylor, was also presented an hilarious lecture on James," and "Duelling Banjos."
given, and Colonel Gilchrist, Shakespeare, as she demonstrat- Their "Way Down Yonder," with
"The Hero of the Day," along ed the use of punctuation through Dee Dee Arvin on the piano, proved to be a fantastic success
with Jan Waldron, showed the sound.
even
though it had not been recomic tricks of getting an adMr. Webber, a little on the
hearsed
by the four together bevanced croquet course.
country side, sang about that fore the show.
Mr. and Mrs. Alie, in the "pin- "Good Ole Mountain Dew," fol"It's been a lot of fun and a
nacle of their career," stole the lowed by "a word from our sponlot
of hard work," said Crys
first half of the show with their sor with Faye Pool and Nancy
Crickenberger
and Barbera Radtalented guitar and singing per- Reynolds demonstrating two corford, Co-chairmen, and thanks
formances of "Scarborough rect ways of making Slater PeaFair," "Jeremiah was a Bull- nut Butter and Jelly Sandwiches. are due not only to the talented
faculty and students but also to
frog," and "The Cat," dedicated
Mr. and Mrs. Meshejian and
Kathy Cummings, for her microto little Cherrie Tinnell.
Dr. Lockwood closed the show
phone set-ups and Buildings and
Uncle Remus, Martha Saund- with their fantastic banjo and
Grounds for their assistance in
ers, told the popular story about guitar performances of Blue- moving.

n
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One Act Plays To Be Performed As
Part Of May Day Activities
By LORENE SPENCER
Veteran actors from the Longwood Players and Hampden-Sydney Jongleurs will be having their
last fling when they present four
one-act plays in the Studio Theatre at Jarman Hall Tuesday,
May 8, and Thursday, May 10,
at 8 p.m.
One of the plays, "Home-Free"
by Lanford Wilson will also be
presented Saturday, May 5, at
3 p.m. as part of the Longwood
Players' interest fair.
To be seen for the last time
on the Longwood stage are Belinda Brugh, Cookie Howell and
Joyce Saunders. All three have
played leading roles in past productions of the Longwood Players. The Hampden-Sydney actors
making their final appearance are
Dave Clark and John Chinn. Mr.
Douglas Young of the Department of Speech and Dramatic
Arts is working with the group.
"Many of us will be graduating in June and this gives us a
chance to ham it up before we
leave," Cookie Howell said.
"I am responsible for «Mr.
Biggs,' by Anna Marie Barlow
and 'Two Slatterns and a King'
by Edna St. Vincent Millay,"
Cookie continued. "The plays
are not a class assignment. We
just want to act. Once we found
our plays, we decided to do both
rather than choose between the
two. Mr. Young has promoted independent productions before and
we always have students willing
to work on them. Helen Ball and
Bo Goodwyn are cast with me in
these plays," Cookie said.
In "Mr. Biggs," two elderly
New Orleans sisters examine
their lives during a confrontation
over the absent Mr. Biggs, their

former boarder.
According to Cookie, the most
fun play is the "Two Slatterns
and a King," which has a fairy
tale sort of whimsical interlude
that shows how chance can alter
even the most predictable events.
Another play, "Home Free,"
by Lanford Wilson has DramaEnglish major Janet Baker directing with Gerri Hall stage
managing,
"Home Free" is about a sister, a brother, and two imaginary
characters, who all live together," Janet said. "The story
involves the lives these people
have been leading. The key word
to the play is'responsibility,'and

audience involvement is very important. Rick Vau^han portrays
the brother with M olissa Johnston
as his sister.
'This play is a great challenge
for me," Janet continued. "We
are having a good time as well
as learning a great deaL I've always wanted to direct, and I
thank Mr. Young for giving me
this opportunity."
Belinda Brugh, Joyce Saunders, along wit': Ham pden-Sydney
seniors Dave Clark and Jolin
Chinn will appear in five short
revue sketches by English playwright Harold Pinter. Karen Danieley will stage manage the plays
(Continued on Page 7)

Art Students And Major Display
Work In A Variety Of Places
Longwood art students and majors are currently displaying
their works in several exhibits.
More than thirty persons have
paintings, sculptures and craft
items on campus and in town.
The paintings of six Longwood College students are currently on display at Southside
Community Hospital in the waiting room of the Radiologist, Dr.
A. B. Adams. The artist are
from Mrs. Lemen's Art 270
Painting class and include: Laura
Budd, Deborah Wilkerson, Kathy
Forrester, Danielle Leet, Nancy
Jeffers, and Gus Franke. The exhibit was arranged by Mrs. Ruth
Adams and will remain on display for three weeks.
Works by students are on display in the first and second floor
hallways of the Bedford Building. They include sculpture bugs

of metal, weaving and craft items,
as well as design projects. Works
by students of student teachers
are on display in the second
floor hallway.
The Junior Art Major Exhibit
will open in the Bedford Gallery
on May 2 and will continue through
May 18. The Junior Art Majors
include: Joy Adams, Jane Anderson, Shirley Ashby, Susan Bonifant, Cheryl Buhrman, Sharon
CahiU, Lynda Collier, Gloria
Downey, Gus Franke, Dana Hutcherson, Sephanie Lowder, Darcy Morrison, Cathryn Newton,
Martha O'Brien, Janice Patton,
Coni Schaffer, Marylynn Stahling, Sandra Taylor, Linda Tolbert, Marlene Walman, and Debbie Wright; Seniors Susan Campbell and Judith Ligon are also
represented.
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By Patrick MacFadden

Room 219,
Lanark House
Sept I. 1972
Deal Mother
Well, I mule i'' No trouble tinding the plate, the) sent
,i bus out to the train st.ition whuh by the way is so modein compared with the one .ii Smiths I alls M> group
Icadci tor Orientation Week Mid architecturally speaking
it's ,i "breakthrough' fw Ottawa
You should see mv room it*s reallv tasteful. I'm sharing
with a girl called Sharon She's from Montreal nut I think
you'd like her! (an you send m> white cardigan I forgot
it I hanks' Sa> hello to Spotty for mc. I miss her but

Say Hello to Spotty
The Transformation of a Canadian College Freshman

yoi' can't have dogs here actually it's understandable.

Best love.
I ill' I

XXX

met at the club who're really into the music scene. Say
hi lo Spotty and have a great Christmas and remember,
mum. good deeds drive out bad karma, okay?

peace, man,
Janet
p.s. just send a money order. I'll gel traveller's checks.
Olc. Jeff plays mountain dulcimer.

Oct I, 1972
Deal Mother:
I orgct the white cardigan hit Sharon says I won't be
needing it And you know the long evening dress you
bought me for just incase'' Well, they don't seem lo have
any just incases here Sharon says clothes should be a
meaningful experience.
I'm taking live courses all at once. I like Polly Sci the
hesl it's really structured I he profs have office hours Not
like old Mr. Simpson at Pickersgill High, eh'' Sharon
speaks lunch which I'm also taking to learn about their

civilization.
Salut,
Janet xx

fp^::::;:;:::;:::^

3048A De Lorimier.
Ottawa
Jan. |, 1973
Mum? the Swami split at the last minute so we didn't go.
Moved in here with Sharon it's really nice the landlord's
Hungarian but Sharon cooled him out. Thanks for the coat
and everything but as ii happens I got this greal muskrat
thing al the Sally Ann which is 43 years old and needs
some sliichinj Pa there any Yoga happening in Smith*
Falls? I go once a week. It's called Growth Workshop,
they have a grant since it's community-orienled.
You should see the snow here. Signing up for Polly Sci
next week. I have lo gel my head together. A la prochaine.
Janet.

meeting was cancelled at the last minute because Sharon
got hepatitis so it's just as well you didn't show.
The workers are on the move definitely. My prof said
as soon as there's a crisis in the affairs of the ruling class
it's going to happen. He's got tenure.
Power to the people,
Janet
P.S. Sending the Rosa Luxembourg under plain wrappers.
Right on.

April 1. 1973
Myrtle.
It seems clear to me that the Canadian people, as an
entity, stands on the brink. The Americanization of our
country has now penetrated lo the very marrow of our
national life. Smiths Falls is a case in point; observe, for
e*ampl^. the ubiquitous Colonel Sanders nn<1 bi« s-o-rnlled
"boys"—surely a revealing nomenclature?
I'm giving a talk next week to the Independence group.
The hour is late. We must act. And we must act now.
In solidarity, Janet

MiM
Nov. I. 1972
Mum' Ih.oiks for the recipes which were really neat and
everything but Sh.non says anything with pastry in it is
full of 1.1 bohydratet. Find enclosed some of our recipes
from K.HMH :i>»' ivimiiely suggest you check out the soya
bean sandwich lillei scene Spofly'd probably like it too.
I in you gel l.obsang Soochon lea in Smilhs Falls? You
can? I ai out
Dropped Polly lei it's loo structured. One of my profs is
reall) die.urn He's wining this thesis on Public Opinion
which he s.i\s is really going to wine everybody out. Pretty
heavy, eh'.'
Truckin' on in there.
Janet

Feb. I, 1973
Hi sister! Have you checked out Gloria Steinem? Wow!
When I Ihink how you've been a slave to the diaper autocracy I want to get guns, man Together we have to raise
our consciousness. Can you come down lo a meeting next
week'' Sharon's the keynote speaker and we could have a
report from you on the degradation of women in Smiths
Falls. Sharon says bring atrocity stories, okay?
Up from the pedestal, Janet
p.l. You should hear what this hard-hat said to me on my
way to class.

Batch!

May 1, 1973
Mum:
As the year draws to a close, I want to thank you for
having sent me to university. It has, as you forecast,
changed my life. However, on reflection, it now seems to
me that the peculiar melange of upward mobility motivation plus materialistic pragmatism that marks the modern
North American campus is ultimately rather shallow. I
have decided, therefore, lo withdraw.
Sharon, I now realize, is an absurd person We no longer
see each other. In the meantime I spend most of my time
with Gerard. Since we met, he has decided to leave the
monastery although naturally this involved for him a good
deal of moral contortion.
We shall be living together quietly in Luskville, Quebec,
where Gerard will continue his work on I.'Abbe Dionne
He has a fellowship. We are very happy Sorry to hear
about Spotty.

Janet

Dei

i

i

Hi" listen"1 ( m yotl l.i\ some bread >>n me ' YOU know
what' Sw.mn Ulllteriec Who'l teaching li.inseendent.il
Med KM whuh I picked up on aftei splitting the Poll) Svi
■cent has tins M-iM\ heav) tentinai thing going down
ovei Cbriatmok in rihuantapec, Mexico
knd he M)i i
ihould he Ihere d rot an \ front hint .ii mid-term!)
un's going loo and some reall) reall) i
- we

'

MAIWM

r
WiSiSftSiWiSlr-K:::* *?*f:s
March I, 1973
ide!
You'd reall) like mj Poll) Sci nrol He's from I uropi and
he's about youi age except he has this great accent I he

x

?li
<-\ H.

J

pro/ran* • < journalism at Carhion l nlverslty, Ottawa, Canada Thh anulc and the accompanying an original!) appeared m The Carleton Alummtye.

Sophomores Take Over Pea Pickers;
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Joint Participation By Longwood And HS
Decide That They Should Volunteer
Contributes To * Success* Of Greek Week
By SHARON CURLING
At the sophomore class meeting on April 24, Diane Derrick
and Faye Poole from the senior
class asked the class if they
would like to have the Pea Pickers for next year. Diane suggested that the sophomores volunteer for this instead of being
elected, so that everyone will
have the opportunity to be one.
The class decided to follow Diane's suggestion and everyone
that wanted to sign up was given
the chance.
Becky Jefferson, ring committee chairman, reported that rings
will be sold May 1 and 2 in
the Rotunda and a $5.00 deposit
is required. The prices for the
rings are as follows:
Traditional - Regular size,
$24; traditional - pinkie size,
$23; new oval, $24; top seal,
$24; filigree, $25; name written
out, $1 extra; 14k gold, $5 extra, and white gold, $2 extra.
The initials, year and degree

are free. Also available the day
the sophomores order their rings
will be a book of favors for ring
ceremony to be held on September 4.
Pat Saunders reported that the
skit for Senior Banquet to be held
May 10 is almost complete but
more people are needed to help.
Money raising chairman,Ellen
Saunders, reported that the sophomores will be selling cotton
candy on May Day and selling ice
cream on May 8 at 9 p.m. in all
the dorms.
Karen Grubb was elected Oktoberfest chairman and BerylDixon
was elected Green and White Skit
chairman.
Also discussed was the band
for Oktoberfest. Some of the suggestions were Spice, The Mainmen, Chess and The Eye.
New officers introduced were
President, Susan Smithey; VicePresident, Janie Pritchard; Secretary, Debbie Patterson; Treasurer, Cydney Cherry and Historian, Julie Mann.

By SUSAN WOOLDRIDGE
The increased participation of
Longwood and Hampden-Sydney
Greeks and non-Greeks resulted
in the tremendous success of
Greek Week '73 last week.
Vital to the success of Greek
Week was nearly two months of
joint planning by Longwood's
Panhellenic Council, headed by
Jessica Jenks, and HampdenSydney's Inter-Fraternity Council (IFC), headed by Tom Scott.
Approximately $1700 was contributed by IFC, Panhell and individual fraternities and sororities to secure movies, a fashion
show, a bluegrass and rock band
and 40 kegs of beer for the week's
activities.
Greek Week began last Monday
Guests at the Head Table during the IFC-Panhell Banquet
with the showing of "Bullet" and
at Longwood included Jessica Jenks, far left, and Dean Ruth
"Little Rascals" in Curry and
B. Wilson, far right.
Frazer Common Room. A Fashthe exception of two. Kappa Alpha,
ion Show was held Tuesday night beautiful?"
All
events
were
open
to
the
represented by Camm Morton,
in the Gold Room. Contestants
public
with
the
exception
of
Wedwon the chugging contest, and
for "Mr. and Miss Greek" were
nesday
night's
IFC-Panhell
banSigma
Nu and Alpha Delta Pi
presented and fraternity and soquet
at
Longwood.
Dr.
Beatrice
won the house decorating contest.
rority presidents modeled
The "Bluegrass Partners"
clothes from The Fashion Post, Bland, Panhell adviser, spoke
Leggett, Esther May Shop and about the importance of Panhell performed from 2-5 p.m.at FraBaldwin's. The event was well- and IFC in the fraternity world. ternity Circle. Students performDr. Harmon L. Smith, Associ- ing with the band included Chuck
attended and went smoothly with
ate
Professor of Moral Theology Ricketts, a member of the Greek
the exception of one minor event.
at
Duke
Divinity School, spoke on Week Committee, who sang a
Emcee Rick Walton lost the des"Bioethics:
Choices on our Con- Greek Week version of "Laid
Constitution of the United States. cription of Kathy Tubbs' outfit science" Wednesday night at H- Around and Played Around." The
Mrs. Taliaferro was admitted on and commented, "Here she is SC. His topic was a discussion activities culminated with a conthe motion of Miss Annice Penle and there she goes. Isn't she concerning the ethics involved in cert and dance at Gammon Gym
Mount, a Washington attorney and
abortion, death, transplants and featuring "The Eye" from WashS. U. Sponsored
member of the U. S. Supreme
other medical questions. This ington, D.C.
Court Bar.
event was sponsored by the H-SC
McKendree Spring
"It's been a lot of work but I've
Interestingly enough, Mrs.
Humanities
Department
and
was
enjoyed
it," said Panhell PresiConcert Cancelled
Taliaferro passed the Virginia
weU-attended.
dent Jessica Jenks.
Bar Examination in August 1949
A Bloodmobile was held ThursCommenting on Tom Scott and
By JANE BLOODWORTH
before her graduation from the
day
in
the
ABC
Rooms
of
Lankthe
Greek Week Committee, JesThe McKendree Spring ConUniversity of Virginia Law School
ford.
The
turnout
was
so
oversica
said, "I just singtheir praisin February 1950. The two-day cert, scheduled for Friday night, whelming that people were turn- es! They've been so cooperative
examination was taken by some April 27, was canceled because ed away. The quota of 250 pints and willing to work anyway they
294 students of whom only 146 of lack of ticket sales.
As of Thursday, 50 advance was exceeded by 48. Winners with can. They've been great."
passed.
the highest percentage of donatDusty BaUard served as chairIn the fall of 1949 Mrs. Talia- tickets had been sold for the con- ors were the Sophomore Class, man of Greek Week. Assisting
ferro was admitted to practice cert. It was at this point that the Phi Mu Sorority and Sigma Nu him were Rick Walton, Jim Philbefore the Virginia Supreme Student Union decided to cancel Fraternity. A "Beer Blast" was lips, Duncan Blair, Lee McCarCourt. She has also been ad- the concert.
" Up until that time we had been held at Tiger Inn Thursday night. dell and Chuck Ricketts.
mitted to five major Federal
Joann Schulz of Tri-Sigma and
very
optimistic that the sales
Courts, including the U. S. Court
Robert
Fricke of Sigma Nu were
of Claims and U. S. Supreme would increase," said Jean Duna- announced as "Miss and Mr.
vant, chairman of the Student
Court.
Greek" at the picnic at Longwood
Mrs. Taliaferro practiced law Union. However, after talking Friday night.
(Continued from Page 1)
for three years, one of which with Hampden-Sydney and LongSaturday's activities at H-SC every aspect of all admissions
wood students concerning it, Jean
was in Washington.
drew the largest crowd. Greek requirements are admitted on
Mrs. Taliaferro pointed out said "no one knew anyone who Games began at 12:30 p.m. along a conditional basis. They are adsome very interesting facts con- was coming."
The major reason for this ap- with the tapping of 40 kegs of mitted as regular students only
cerning female lawyers. In 1871
beer. Fraternities and sororiBelva Ann Lockwood, the first parent lack of interest was, ac- ties were paired for the events when they successfully complete
woman admitted to the Supreme cording to Jean, the Bluegrass which included a house decorat- a semester of college work.
It is not possible to give colCourt Bar, applied to the Vir- Festival which was held at the ing contest, chugging contest,
Farmville
Fairgrounds
on
April
lege
board scores for freshmen
ginia Bar Association for admistug-of-war, chariot race, bicycle
27
and
28.
entering in 1973 at this time.
sion to practice in Virginia. On
"The group would not give a race and banana eating contest. This information will be C«lc»«
the grounds that she was not a
Phi Gamma Delta and Alpha Gam"person" under the law she was good concert in an auditorium that ma Delta won all the events with lated during the month of June
denied the right to practice in was filled to one eighth of its
capacity," said Jean. "So we deVirginia.
Upon Belva Ann Lockwood's cided to take the chance and
death in 1917 women still could break the contract."
This concert had been planned
not practice in Virginia. The
since
the beginning of the year.
first woman allowed to practice
"We
didn't
anticipate the Bluein Virginia was admitted in 1920
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
grass
Festival,"
said Jean.
after the U. S. Constitution was
amended to allow women to vote.
Mrs. Taliaferro holds memTHE NOTTINGHAM
bership in the Virginia Bar as
New Moin Office—Corner of Third & Main Streets
well as in the American Bar As• Longwood Drive In Office
INN
sociation and the American Judicature Society. She is also a
Across from Farmville Shopping Center
member of the National AssociaNAPPY HOUR
tion of Women Lawyers in which
she was formerly a Regional DiMonday, Tuesday
FREE CHECKING ACCOUNTS
rector. Mrs. Taliaferro also belongs to Kappa Beta Pi InternaAnd Wednesday
Student Accounts Welcomed!
tional Legal Society.
Mrs. Taliaferro also repreNights
sented the Virginia Federation
of Business and Professional
7:30 to 8:30
Women at the hearing before the
General Assembly on the ratifiAlso Tuesday &
cation of the Equal Rights Amendment. She was the final speaker
Thursday,
in favor of the ratification and
VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK 'jQjf.
received a standing ovation for
3:00-5:00 PM
her presentation.

Professor Will Practice Before
The Federal Supreme Court
By JOAN MINETREE
Mrs. Ruth Taliaferro, professor of Business Education, has
been admitted to practice before
the U. S. Supreme Court, it was
announced last week.
When asked what it means to
a woman to be admitted to practice before the Supreme Court,
Mrs. Ruth Taliaferro replied:
"It means that she has not only
achieved the honor of being a
member of the Bar of the highest Court in the land, it also
means that she may represent a
client before that Court by presenting written briefs covering
her clients' legal position and by
oral arguments before the
Court."
After explaining to this reporter the process Belva Ann Lockwood went through in 1879 to draft
a law providing for the admission of women to the Supreme
Court Bar, Mrs. Taliaferro made
this comment:
"I am grateful to Belva Ann
Lock wood and the other women
who had the courage to fight for
women's right to practice law. I
think my greatest feeling about
being admitted to practice before
the Supreme Court is that it
means I am a part of that long
line of what I hope may be termed 'valiant' women who have
fought for better opportunities
for females. This is my legacy
to my grandchildren and the other
young women who come after
me."
Mrs. Taliaferro said that in
order to practice before the
United States Supreme Court an
applicant must have been admitted to practice before the
highest Court of her state. An
applicant must have been a member of that Bar for at least three
years and must also be a member in good standing. The members of the U. S. Supreme Court
Bar must vouch for the fact that
the applicant is a person of good
moral character. The clerk of the
Supreme Court of the applicant's
state must certify that she is a
member of that Court in good
standing.
The applicant is admitted to
practice on the motion of a member of the Supreme Court Bar
and upon her own oath to uphold
the laws of the country and the

CATALYST

VIRGINIA NATIONAL BANK

Virginia,
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line for initial blood tests was sometimes

backed out into the Gold Room, students waited patiently for their
chance to donate to the Geist Bloodmobile.

Bloodmobile Goes Over
Expected Quota Last Thursday
By ANGELA FOLEY
The 1973 Bloodmobile held on
Thursday, April 26 in the ABC
rooms was a complete success.
Donations flowed to a total of 295
pints, 45 pints over the expected
quota.
The Bloodmobile opened at 12
noon and was scheduled to run till
6 p.m. Nurses closed the doors
to new donors at 5 p.m., as there
were already enough people in
the process of giving blood to keep
the staff working long after the
deadline. It was 8 p.m. before the
last pints of blood were collected.
Geist member Bonnie Drewery
was chairman of the Bloodmobile,

and Geist itself donated a dollar
to the Elizabeth Jackson Scholarship Fund for every pint of blood
given. An anonymous donor also
pledged a dollar to the Diane
Collet Scholarship Fund for every
pint given in her name.
To promote a large response to
the Bloodmobile, a contest was
held between the classes, and between the sororities and fraternities. The sophomore class won
$35 for their participation, and
Phi Mu and Sigma Nu each won
$25 for their efforts.
The day could be summarized
by Bonnie's comment, "I think
it's the best Bloodmobile we've
ever had!"

Dr. Charles Lane
Elected As Chairman
Of Education Council
By JAN SCHAFFER
Dr. Charles F. Lane, chairman of the History and Social
Science Departmental Longwood,
has been elected to a two-year
term as chairman of the Virginia
Resource Use Education CounciL
He is also editor of the Council's
new booklet, VIRGINIA'S RESOURCES. The Council was
formed in 1952.
The function of the Virginia Resource Use Education Council is
to bring together those throughout Virginia who are interested
in conservation education in the
state. The Council also makes
recommendations on meeting the
numerous educational and informational problems facing resource-use educators.
The members are chosen by invitations sent to those who show
interest in the CounciL
The Council offers a three week
summer workshop at Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State
University, Virginia State College, College of William and
Mary, and Madison College. Over
1,400 Virginia school teachers
attended the workshop since its
beginning in 1956.
The Council has produced two
motion picture films. One film
is called "Conservation in the
Classroom" and deals with the
use of conservation materials
in the classroom. The other is a
color film called "A Look at Virginia's Natural Resources."
The Council also has assisted
educational television programs
in Norfolk and Richmond.

Scholarship Fund
Established In
Students Memory
A scholarship in memory of
Diane Collet is being started by
a group of faculty and students
in the Home Economics Department. The Longwood College
Foundation, a private organization made up of interested
persona In the state, community,
and campus will handle the funds.
Projects for the donations are
expected to get under way and
one took place Saturday. For
every pint of blood that was given
in Diane's name, an anonymous
donor gave one dollar.
A collection of masses to be
said for Diane is also being taken.
Donators will have their names
placed on mass cards that will
be sent to her parents.

inquiring about academic ratings.
The statistics for in-state students will not be calculated until
the beginning of May but the out
of state rankings are as follows:
29 per cent of students are
ranked in the top quintile; 39 per
cent of students are ranked in
the 2nd quintile; 14 per cent of
students are ranked in the 3rd
quintile; 4 per cent of students are
ranked below this level, and 13
per cent of students are not
ranked.
Some states, Maryland being
one, refuse to rank their students. Many private schools also
refuse to rank students,
Mrs. Brooks, Director of Admissions, commented that a
minimum of 700 Freshmen and
50 transfers would be desirable.
"Applications are still coming
in ... we've been working hard."
According to Mrs. Brooks and
Mr. Tom Hamilton, Assistant Director of Admissions, there are
various reasons for late applications. Mr. Hamilton states that
one main reason is that until just
before Easter the Financial Aid
Program was "very cloudy and
students who are apprehensive
about finances tend to wait."
The staff in the Admissions office is optimistic at this point.
The class of summer school
freshmen is down from last
year's and judging by academic
rating this is good.

ROOM
ASSIGNMENTS
FOR RISING JUNIORS
TOMORROW 6:45 P.M.
IN LANKFORD C ROOM

Problem, Abuse Of Hall Kitchens
The dorm presidents were reBy BARBERA RADFORD
The problem of bicycles parked minded to watch for girls who
in front of the dormitory and spent several weeks in a resiblocking exits was discussed by dence hall not their own. PerResidence Board at their April 23 haps a room change could be armeeting. Suggestions to help al- ranged through Dean Heintz.
Signing up for rooms early is
leviate the problems were to register the bicycles so the owners a new privilege offered to the
could be identified and warned of dorm presidents. Debbie said
causing the hazard, or to have the Dean Nuckols had no qualms
about the privilege, but did not
bicycles impounded.
The Board members felt that want it emphasized.
Later in an interview, Dean
"positive action" was necessary
before any of the punitive meas- Nuckols said, "This is one of the
ures were taken. Debbie Waldron, things Residence Board is conChairman of Residence Board, sidering to beef up the people to
suggested that dorm presidents want the job. Now people don't
try to remind the students to be want the job and don't take the
responsibility.'
careful of their bicycles.
"Consequently," she said,
The abuse of hall kitchens by
leaving them cluttered with dirty "the whole system in the Residishes is proving to be a prob- dence Hall will flop and the Head
lem for all the hall presidents Resident will have to do the stuand dorm presidents. One dorm dent's job."
"The Board wants really good
president suggested throwing out
suggestions
from students on
any dirty utensils that are left
in the kitchen for more than two what to do," Miss Nuckols said.
"It's not good for the Board to
days.
The Board decided that a hall work in a vacuum, they have to
meeting should be held to dis- have student feedback."
cuss the problem with the students, or the kitchen would have
to be locked up.
The number of students who
sign into a residence hall other
Research
American
than their own to take advantage
of the extended curfew hours was
Cancer
Education
discussed. Debbie Waldron said
that since the guest had to be in
Service <J p Society
at the same time her hostess was,
no one would be staying up just
for a guest.
MAIN STREET
SHOE SERVICE

Longwood Admissions Office
Optimistic About Recruiting
By BECKY NUTTER
Many schools in Virginia as
well as the entire U. S. are finding that the number of applicants
is considerably down from what it
has been in past years. Longwood is an exception to most
cases and Admissions office reports that we are only down five
per cent. This can be compared
to an average 20 per cent in area
girls' schools.
Currently there are 625 students who have made a room
deposit for next year. Ninety of
these are out of state students.
Twenty-seven are coming from
New York, 24 from Maryland,
15 from New Jersey, seven from
Delaware and the rest are scattered around the U. S.
Because Longwood needs a
large Freshman class next year,
many questions have been raised

Residence Board Ponders Bicycle

Expert Repair Work
On Shoes With Guaranteed
Satisfaction.
We Sell 1st Quality
And 2nd Quality Shoes
Also Hand Made Belts
And Pocket Books

4

Tto^ '
DR. ANTHONY B. CRISTO

SMITTY BROTHERS
ELECTRIC
COMPANY
Gifts for all occasions!
"Across from the
courthouse"

High Tide Junior Bathing
Suits Bikinis And
Tunics D'Kinis Too!

Dr. Cristo Completes
His Dissertation At
Duke University
By BETSY NUTTER
Mr. Cristo of Longwood'sHistory and Social Science Department recently completed his doctorate requirements at Duke University in Durham, North Carolina. He received his doctorate
of philosophy in Education Administration and Super vision with
a second major in Economics,
The title of his dissertation is
"The Development of the Community College System of Virginia to 1972." Dr. Cristo will
graduate May 13 from Duke.
Dr. Cristo is currently Associate Professor in Economics
and is originally from Gloucester, Mass. He received his B. A.
from the University of Maine
and his Master's Degree from
Wharton School of Finance and
Commerce at the University of
Pennsylvania.
Dr. Cristo has been working on
his doctorate since 1966 after
he retired from the Army after
20 years of service. He completed one year of residency at Duke
and has completed the remainder
of his studies while working at
Longwood.
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Colleges In
The News

Longwood Archery Team Defeats***"^'my2'im

Westhampton Fights
For Sauna
Women at the University of
Richmond's Westhampton College are now fighting for the
right to use the sauna bath in the
University's new Robins Center
which is currently restricted to
the males. According to the
school chronicle, The Collegian,
the women will consent to sharing the facility with the men but
the men refuse to reciprocate.
Dummy Leads Elections
The early leader in the campus elections at Southern Illinois
University is Ed Carmel, a stuffed dummy. Carmel claims to
have patterned his campaign after a well known Republican. Carmel bases his campaign on the
fact that he is the best qualified
to represent the silent majority.
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Madison, Wins Championship

The Longwood Archery Team
A John Birch Society
defeated Madison College in an
At U. Va.?
away meet on Thursday, April
A John Birch Society is alive 19, by a score of 2541 to 2376.
and well on the U.Va. campus. This point value is the highest
The organization has several that has been scored by the
purposes in mind, the first being Longwood team. It was the first
to submit a whole new group of time in three years that LC beat
ideas to the student body for ex- Madison. Debbie Carneal of LC
amination. The second purpose is took first place with a score of
to expose students to certain 542, closely followed by Sue
ideas that have a fair degree of Vincke of Madison with a 540.
prominence in the outside world, Linda Burgdorf placed third for
but which almost never penetrate LC with a 512. Also shooting for
the environs of the University. Longwood were Anne Somerville
The final purpose is that the with a 502; June Beninghove with
group considers their theories to a 498; and Ellen Adams, shootcontain a fair measure of truth. ing a 487. Other archers parCompared to the Young Amer- ticipating were Dorothy Craig,
icans for Freedom, there are two Donna Adams, and Debbie Fitch.
Longwood remains undefeated
main differences. The first is
that Y.A.F. is mainly campus and went to the State Tournaoriented while the John Birch So- ment on Monday, April 23, at
ciety is oriented toward society Randolph-Maeon Woman's Colas a whole. The second differ- lege.
Longwood's Archery Team beence is that the John Birch Society places more emphasis upon came State Champions in a tourphilosophy of attitudes than the nament held at R-MWC on Monday, April 23. Longwood defeated
Y.A.F.
Madison, Westhampton, and
Black Emphasis Week
R-MWC with a score of 2738.
Held At Madison
Madison placed second overall
with a total team score of 2705,
Madison College has just com- using the top three scorers of
pleted a Black Emphasis Week each team.
after many successful presentaThis was the first V.F.I.S.C.W.
tions by various black talent such championship,
which will be held
as Andy Goodrich, Art Evans, annually from now on. Two rounds
the Howard players, Dr. Charles were shot. A Columbia Round,
Simmons and Nikke Giovanni.
The Howard Players performed two plays dealing with the
black experience in America. The
play presented was, "A Lion
Roams the Street" by Gordon
Wathers. The theme was the
creation of bitterness in a black
man. The second play performed
was "Sisyphus and the BlueEyed Cyclops" written by Garland Thompson. This play is
about two black men in a sanatorium.
Another contribution to Black
Emphasis Week was the series
of lectures by Dr. Charles W.
Simmons. His first lecture emphasized the importance of incorporating black history in the
high school American History
program.
Faculty Pulls Out
Of ODU Senate
(C.T.) Faculty members in the
Old Dominion University Senate
are withdrawing from that body at
an alarming rate. Citing a student-administration conspiracy,
a majority of the faculty currently favor the pullout. A leading faculty member, Clifford
Saunders, assailed the University for not representing faculty
interests and intends to push for
recognition of collective bargaining as the only viable alternative.
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consisting of 4 ends of 6 arrows each at 50, 40, and 30
yards, was shot in the morning.
The afternoon session consisted
of a Collegiate 600, a new round
this year. Four ends of 5 arrows
each are shot from 50, 40, and 30
yards, using a different scoring
method than for the Columbia
Round.
First place individual awards
in the form of medals were given
for each round: Sue Vincke of
Madison took both first places.
First, second, and third place
medals were awarded to individuals for the highest combined
total from both rounds: Sue
Vincke of Madison took both first
Most students were pleased
places. First, second, and third
which
moved faster than usual.
place medals were awarded to individuals for the higest combined total from both rounds: Sue
Vincke of Madison took first
place, scoring 1008; Debbie Carneal of Longwood shot an overall
total of 937 for second place; and
By PETTIS BOWLING
Ellen Adams of Longwood took
"It
comes easy, comes nathird, with a 932. June Beningturally,"
presented by the freshhove, Linda Burgdorf, and Doroman
class,
was the winning song
thy Craig also shot for the Longwood team, which is coached by in the Athletic Association'sSong
Contest, held Thursday night in
Miss Sarah Smith.
Jarman
Auditorium.
Debbie Carneal, June BeningThe
junior
class' "Make It
hove, Ellen Adams, and Linda
Real,"
tied
with
the sophomores'
Burgdorf will be going to the U.
"It's
Gotta
Be
Green"
for second.
S. Intercollegiate Championships
Charlotte
Fugett,
AA
presito be held in East Stroudsburg,
dent, opened the contest saying
Pennsylvania in May.
that it showed cohesiveness, enthusiasm, interest, and talent in
each class.
She told each class to sing its
song twice, going from the freshmen to seniors, then reversing
the order.
The freshmen started off, applauded by their junior sister
class. The sophomores followed,
having good accompaniment from
guitars, drums and bass fiddle.
The juniors sang along to guitars and bongo drums, and the
seniors accented their song by
singing it in rounds.
The freshman song was chosen
the winner by Stokeley Fulton,

Members of the Archery Team became the newest of Longwood's state championship teams last Monday, defeating Madison,
Westhampton, and R-MWC.

Tennis Team Places In
Tournament At Lynchburg
By PETTIS BOWLING
backcourt, and we weren't efThe Longwood tennis team fective in returning them."
made a good showing in the VirDebbie Weaver and Bobbie Elginia Intercollegiate Tennis lin beat Sullins College in the
Tournament for Women held over first round and lost to Hollins
April 19-21 at Lynchburg Col- in the second round.
Members of the two doubles
lege.
Charlotte Fugett and Debbie teams also played singles, along
Ellin were seeded number two in with Brenda Blackwell and Eldoubles play, with Debbie Weav- len Broderick.
er and Bobbie Ellin also playing
Brenda Blackwell, Ellen Broddoubles.
erick and Debbie Weaver lost in
Charlotte and Debbie beat the the first preliminary round to
University of Virginia first, after Mary Baldwin, VCU and Madison,
splitting sets. It was the same respectively.
with Hollins College, with CharBobbie Ellin lost in the seclotte and Debbie winning again. ond round preliminary to RoaAgainst Madison, the girls won noke and Debbie Ellin lost to
6-2, 6-4.
UVA, also in the second preVirginia Intermont split the liminary round.
Charlotte Fugett reached the
first two sets with the LC team,
then went on to beat Longwood quarter-finals, then lost to Mary
Baldwin.
2-6.
Since there was no consolation round, the Fugett-Ellinteam
Campus Assaults
tied UVA for third in Virginia
(Continued from Page 1)
Intercollegiate Doubles.
Commenting on the game, rude of the students toward the
Charlotte said, "We weren't ac- campus police is reflected in the
customed to the type of attack safety of this campus. The stuVirginia Intermont had. Their dents can make or break the
game consisted of lobs in the police department."

with Saturday's preregistration,

Freshman Class Wins Annual
AA Song Contest In Jarman
head coach of footbaU at Hampden-Sydney College; Lenard Holt,
Chairman of the Music Department of Highland County High
School, and John Mitchell, Director of Public Relations at Longwood College.
The lyrics and music of "It
Comes Easy, Comes Naturally"
was written jointly by Cove Pack
and Jan Waldron, with help from
Terri Sawyer and others, and was
sung by 103 enthusiastic freshmen.
Talking about winning the contest, Judy Amos said, "What can
I say? It was great! We really
had the Spirit of '76!"
Terri Sawyer concluded with,
"It's been a fantastic year for
the freshman class. We've seen
a fantastic Oktoberfest, Freshman Production, and the Song
Contest topped it off!"

7/fe $ecude>i
Farmville, Va.

One Act Plays
(Continued from page 3)
and is also responsible for the art
work. Mr. Young will direct the
sketches.
"The sketches contain brief
situations with characters who
are similar to those found in Pinter's longer plays, such as 'The
Birthday Party* and the 'Dumbwaiter,' "Mr. Young said."However, most of the sketches are
humorous and do not contain the
usual menacing quality found in
his longer plays."

Give
Jrwrlry
For
Mother's
Day

NEWMAN'S
ETIENNE AIGNER SANDALS AND STRAW DAGS
PLUSHD0TT0M JEANS

Mother's Day
Remember you have but one mother
And she has but ono tpoeial day
SEND NER FLOWERS
FROM US

CARTER'S FLOWER SHOP
1 Block From Hospital On 460 East
Farmville, Va.

Tel. 392-3151
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Hampden-Sydney Announces
Revised Dormintory Visitation Rules
The Student Affairs Committee
of the Board of Trustees at Hampden-Sydney College approved
a new code of student conduct
recently.
Under section XXV, regulations governing dormitory life
will be established by the residents of thedormitories, although
they must be consistant with the
Code of Student Conduct and the
Housing Contract.
Section XXV states,
"Under this lifestyles system
each dormitory section will
operate under a social contract,
which will reflect a consensus
on the standards of social responsibility by which they will
abide during the academic year.
This social contract is based on
two concepts: (1) the necessity
for the community to establish
rules governing the way in which
a student is to live with his fellow
students; (2) the principle or the
individual's commitment to live
under and uphold the system.
The social contract must include standards of conduct which
reflect a sense of appropriateness, decency, and decorum and a
concern for the rights and sensibilities of others, be they fellow
residents or visitors. Also, there
should be provisions to ensure
sufficient quiet and privacy for
study and sleep during some reasonable part of the night and
morning.
Each upperclass dormitory
section will elect a representative who will be responsible to
student government for ensuring
that the social contract is adhered
to by all members of the section.

The Resident Advisers will be the
representatives in the freshman
dormitories.
The basic plan for establishing
the social contract and effecting
the election of upperclass representatives is as follows:
Lifestyles And Election
Of Representatives
Within the first two weeks of
the academic year for upperclass dormitories and by November 1 for the freshman dormitories, student government leaders will visit each dormitory section twice for the following purposes: (1) to explain the lifestyles
program; (2) later, within the
time period noted above, to help
establish the social contract,
followed by the election of the
representative (for upperclass
dormitories).
The representative is to be
elected by a simple majority by
secret ballot. Should a representative fail to discharge his
duties in a a proper manner, the
President of Student Government
may, following one warning, ask
for the resignation of the representative. If the resignation is not
forthcoming, the President of
Student Government may refer
the matter to the Student Court
for a hearing. The decision of
the Court is final.
The lifestyle of each upperclass dormitory section (section
to be designated by student government) and, therefore, the social contract, must be approved
by a two-thirds majority vote
taken by secret ballot within the
first two weeks of the academic
year. The social contract should

be drawn up in the second meeting with student leaders and submitted in writing to the Student
Court for its approval. This
should be done within the first
two weeks of college for upperclassmen and the first week after
November 1 for the freshmen.
This extended period for
freshmen is to allow for adjustment not only to college life but
also to roommates and others in
the section. Until the social contract is written and approved by
the Student Court, members of
the opposite sex may visit in the
dormitory rooms and lounges
only during the following hours:
Upperclass Dormitories
Sunday through Thursday: 12
noon to 12 midnight
Friday and Saturday: 12 noon
to 1:30 a. m. (Saturday and Sunday, respectively)
Freshman Dormitories
Friday and Saturday: 12 noon
to 1:30 a. m. (Saturday and Sunday, respectively)
Sunday: 12 noon to 12 midnight
By secret vote of one-third
of the residents of any section,
the social contract, or parts of
it, can be brought up for reconsideration.
It was further stated, "Because
the old system of administrative
restrictions was found to be
counterproductive to the ideal
of individual choice and responsibility, a system of self-determination and dorm autonomy was
agreed upon by Student Government and the Administration. The
system of self-determination is a
leadership challenge, as it is up
to the individual and group."

"If anyone offers
you a cigarette,
say 'Nay''Nay'

/rfW/M^iwvwid ^

American Cancer Society x

Gum Chewers Date Back To 1871
(UPI) - Some people think it pegy - traveled regularly be- chewed it as they worked. That
crude. Some, rude. Others view tween Staten Island and Manhat- evening Adams and his son, Horatan. Thomas Adams, a glass tio, who lived to be 102, took
it as a sign of nervousness.
dealer
and inventor, had a shop some chicle, put it into hot water
Whatever the case, Americans
on
Cortlandt
Street, just a block and left it there until it had the
have been inveterate gum chewers since 1871. If sales figures from the foot of Liberty Street consistency of putty. Then they
are any indication, they'll con- where the Staten Island ferry kneaded it into little balls, took
tinue chomping away, Emily Post then docked. Displays in the them to the New Jersey druggist
Adams glass shop attracted Santa and a few weeks later the chewnotwithstanding.
Chewing gum sales in 1972 Anna's secretary. He made in- ing gum boom had been launched.
rose 13 per cent. Americans quiries from time to time and Adams patented the product on
chewed more than 200 million those inquiries turned into social Feb. 14, 1871.
pounds of gum that year, accord- visits.
Adams soon realized that rollOne day Nape,jy left several ing the chicle into balls was too
ing to the National Association
of Chewing Gum Manufacturers. lumps of chicle with Adams, tell- time consuming. He devised a
At retail, that big wad of pm was ing him he thought it might be machine that ran the chicle into
worth $571 million dollars, more useful in adulterating rubber, long, thin strips which the merthan twice the $220 million for then about four times more ex- chant could cut off into penny
pensive than chicle.
10 years previous.
lengths.
Thus, in the last decade, the
Adams got several chemists
And from that day on Ameriuse of chewing gum has increas- together. They experimented but cans have been stuck on gum.
ed 160 per cent.
finally gave up on the idea. ShortBecause chewing gum is a ly after that, Adams walked into a
product sold largely to children, Jersey City drugstore and, while
You're always
never known for their large cash waiting, noticed that a young
reserves, the manufacturers girl came in and asked for parafhave tried to keep down the price. fin chewing gum.
welcome
Price Rose 25 Per Cent
"Is there much sale for the
"At the turn of the century,'" paraffin gum?" Adams asked the
at
said Gordon Garrett, vice pre- druggist. "Not really," said the
sident of sales for the American druggist. And that gave Adams,
Chicle Division of Warner Lam- the inventor, an idea.
bert Company, "gum sold for a
He remembered howhischempenny a stick. Today it costs a ists, during the unsuccessful rubNATIONAL BANK
quarter of a penny more, a 25 ber experiment, often had broken
per cent increase in 73 years." off a piece of the chicle and
Wrigley, according to the latest
Nielsen figures, has 44 per cent
See our new selection of Rings
of the market, Amtrican Chicle
M per cent and Beech Nut 16
Cameos, Opals, Jade, Black Onyx
per cent.
Oddly enough, a Mexican general - Santa Anna, victor in the
FREE ENGRAVING
Battle of t h e Alamo - indirectlyled to the creation of the chewing
gum industry.
He had fled the internal problems of Mexico in 1869 and
taken a secretary with him to a
have in Staten Island, N. Y.
lour Art Carved Diamond Center
That secretary - Rudolph Na-

FIDELITY

Cumbey
Jewelers

•

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

With the money
you save on our
clothes you won't
have to reverse the
charges when you
call Gail or Amy
or Julie or...
Wrangler Sportswear.
Wrememberthe"W" is Silent.
Get your money's worth at

SILCO
JUNIOR DEPARTMENT STORE

